Children and Parents Often Differ on
Nutrition-Related Beliefs

New Ways To Hear The Word At Home
(NAPSA)—A church whose history is entwined with that of New
York City has found new ways to
reach out to people around the
country and around the world.
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian
Church was founded in 1808, and
the original small but notable
congregation included such members as Oliver Wolcott, former
Secretary of the Treasury,
Archibald Gracie, whose Gracie
Mansion is now the official residence of New York City’s mayor,
and Richard Varick, an aide to
George Washington and former
Mayor of New York.
In 2008, the church will celebrate its 200th anniversary and is
currently undergoing renovation,
for which it is in the middle of a
capital campaign. As a result of
the renovation, wedding, funeral
and Sunday services are held in a
number of houses of worship in
Manhattan.
Thanks to the Internet, the sermons can still be heard by anyone
who cannot attend services or who
is eager to sample the sermons.
“We take very seriously our
strategic location and the privilege this affords us to reach out
with the gospel of Jesus Christ,”
said the Rev. Dr. Thomas K.
Tewell, senior pastor of Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian Church since
1994 and a noted, in-demand
speaker at a variety of secular and
nonsecular events.
The church provides practical,
spiritual help by sharing its sermons. Dr. Tewell’s sermons are
taped live on Sunday mornings
and made available Sunday afternoons on the Internet. For one

Still A Hit At 50
(NAPSA)—You’re not being
thrown a curve. Wiffle ball, one of
America’s favorite backyard games,
is turning 50 this year.
To celebrate its 50th anniversary, Wiffle is opening the
Wiffle Ball Hall of Fame on Candystand.com, the game’s online
home. The Hall of Fame gives
fans the chance to honor those
who have excelled at this familyfriendly sport throughout the
past half century.

F i f t h Av e nu e P r e s by t e r i a n
Church has a long history of outreach that now reaches around
the world.
week the sermon is online for
listening at no charge.
At the completion of a sermon
series, audiocassette tapes and
CDs are produced and can be purchased. Sermons selected to be
transcribed and printed are also
available online. Many of the
printed sermons are available for
free downloading.
Some of the sermon series are
God is Full of Surprises, Coping
with Change, Trusting God in Turbulent Times, Life’s Most Important Questions and You Can
Make a Difference.
For more information about the
church or downloading sermons,
visit www.fapc.org.

Top Ten Scenic Drives
(NAPSA)—Some of the most
beautiful scenery in the world can
be viewed driving around North
America.
Test drivers from American
Suzuki, who drive thousands of
miles a year on a variety of roads
in the U.S., have listed the following scenic drive tours that
motorists can enjoy at their own
pace.
1. The list begins with the
Blue Ridge Parkway from Virginia to Tennessee. This scenic
highway offers over 450 miles of
numerous varieties of trees, lush
valleys and wildlife.
2. Whether you’re traveling
along Route 7, or taking the many
back roads and byways, Vermont
is likely to please with its spectacular display of color and nature.
3. Take Route 169, the Norwich-Woodstock Turnpike in Connecticut to pass through many
small historic towns of the state
and view buildings, homes and
churches from the mid-1800s.
4. Lancaster County, Penn., via
US-30, provides visitors with a
glimpse of the intriguing Amish,
Mennonite and Brethren cultures.
Visitors get a taste not only of gorgeous countryside, but of a different way of life.
5. The Florida Keys Scenic Highway, US 1, is great for those looking
to enjoy warm temperatures and
spectacular sunrises and sunsets.
6. The Midwest’s best travel
routes include the Historic
National Road in Illinois along US
40. This road is known as the
“Main Street of America” because
of its many historic towns and
buildings.
7. The Bear Lake-Caribou Scenic Byway stretches across the
borders of Utah and Idaho and

A scenic drive can be a great
way for your family to get together
by getting away from it all.
offers visitors the chance to enjoy
camping, fishing, boating and
amazing scenery.
8. The western United States
also provides fantastic roads for
travelers. Begin in Northern California and continue north through
the coast of Oregon up to the
Olympic Peninsula of Washington,
Highway 101.
9. Highway 1, through Southern California, appeals to anyone
who enjoys warm sunny beaches.
Starting in San Diego and going
all the way along the coast to San
Francisco, this drive gives travelers a taste of some of the best
sites the state has to offer.
10. The Historic Columbia River
Highway in Oregon, referred to by
some as the “King of the Roads,”
provides many trails for bikers and
hikers and is a favorite among outdoor enthusiasts.
This list is just a sample of the
best places to visit in the country,
offered by the experts at American
Suzuki, which has an entire line
of vehicles including the new
Verona sedan, that make the drive
a great part of the adventure.
For more information, visit
www.suzuki.com.

Who did you model your
swing after? There’s a good
chance you perfected it in a backyard game of Wiffle ball.
Back in 1953, David Mullany
created the Wiffle ball so his son
could play in the yard without
breaking the neighbor’s windows.
The original ball, designed to dip,
rise and even curve, remains unchanged to this day. It has even
been endorsed by several legendary
greats including Whitey Ford, Ted
Williams and Lou Pinella.
Clearly, over the past half century Wiffle has established itself as
an American icon. The game has
inspired various backyard leagues
and even an online component on
Candystand.com. This year, Wiffle
commemorates the game’s latest
milestone and honors its enthusiasts with the opening of the Wiffle
Ball Hall of Fame. For additional
information about the Hall of Fame,
visit Candystand.com.

***
There is nothing more beautiful than cheerfulness in an old
face.
—Jean Paul Richter
***

***
If you wish to be loved, show
more of your faults than your
virtues.
—Edward Bulwer-Lytton
***

***
It’s only by the hard blows of
adverse fortune that character
is tooled.
—Arnold Glasow
***
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(NAPSA)—A new survey by the
American Dietetic Association
(ADA) Foundation finds children
and their parents may not always
be on the same page when it
comes to nutrition and physical
activity.
In its first Family Nutrition
and Physical Activity Survey, the
ADA Foundation looked at foodrelated behavior and attitudes
from the perspectives of both children and parents.
“The survey found that parents
and their kids have a lot to talk
about,” said registered dietitian
and ADA spokesperson David
Grotto.
For example, the nationwide
survey of 615 pairs of children and
parents found that kids eat more
often than many parents realize,
and eat more often in front of the
TV or computer. While 22 percent
of children said they eat “some of
the time,” “most of the time” or
“all of the time” because they are
angry, sad or depressed, only
about 11 percent of their parents
thought that was the case.
Differences between kids’ and
parents’ perceptions become
greater when the subject is school
lunch. More than 40 percent of
children in the survey said their
main reason for not eating a
school lunch is because their
friends don’t. Just three percent of
parents, however, thought their
kids were influenced by friends.
The ADAF survey also found
parents overestimate their children’s satisfaction with their bodies. On a scale of zero to 10, with

zero being “very dissatisfied” and
10 being “very satisfied,” kids
rated themselves an average of
6.7, while parents predicted they’d
average 7.8.
While the survey showed that a
majority of parents eat meals and
watch TV with their kids nearly
every day, far fewer parents
engage in regular physical activity
with their children.
“The findings of the ADAF survey will be useful to educators and
health professionals in developing
effective nutrition messages and
programs for the entire family,”
Grotto said, “but the results also
speak directly to parents.
“The survey asked children
whom they ‘most want to be like,’
and many say they want to be like
their parents. Other findings indicated that the majority of children
would talk to their mom or dad
about nutrition and healthy eating,” Grotto said. “So the message
for parents is, talk to your kids!”
The ADA Foundation is the philanthropic arm of the American
Dietetic Association, the nation’s
largest organization of food and
nutrition professionals. You can
visit ADA at www.eatright.org.

The Risks Of Buying Medicines
From Across The Border Or Around The World
(NAPSA)—When it comes to
buying medicines, the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA)
believes that nothing is more
important than safety.
With this in mind, FDA is
warning consumers not to purchase medications from foreign
countries, including Canadian
Internet pharmacies. Non-FDA
approved products sold from
these outlets can be risky and
dangerous. The FDA’s warning
follows a recent announcement by
the government of Canada that it
cannot assure the safety or effectiveness of medicines being purchased by U.S. consumers from
Canada.
In the U.S., FDA sets high
standards to ensure that medicines are high quality, safe, and
effective products. Around the
world, FDA is considered the
world’s gold standard. Because of
FDA’s efforts and science-based
decisions, millions of Americans
can get the medicines they need
and be assured of their safety
and effectiveness when they buy
from pharmacies and pharmacists licensed and located in the
United States.
Outside the U.S., all bets are
off. When buying medicines online
or from so-called “store-front”
pharmacies, consumers enter the
world of what could be unsafe and
risky products. Prescription medi-

Looks can be deceiving. Medicines from outside the United
States may be unsafe or ineffective. Don’t risk your health.
cines bought outside of the U.S.
may be old, poorly manufactured,
improperly stored or even counterfeit (fake or tampered with).
Crooked people from around the
world are shipping counterfeit,
dangerous and illegal medicines
every day. This safety gap is real:
the World Health Organization
has determined that more than 80
percent of medicines are counterfeit in some countries.
Bottom line: Buying medicines
from outside the U.S. is risky
business. Don’t take the risk.
To make sure that an Internet site or pharmacy is a
licensed pharmacy in good
standing in your state, check
with your state board of pharmacy or with the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
(NABP) at www.nabp.net.

